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Degree: Advertising

Field of Knowledge: Social and Legal Science

Faculty/School: Communication Science

Course: CAMPAIGN PRODUCTION

Type: Compulsory ECTS credits: 12

Year: 3 Code: 3365

Teaching period: Sixth semester

Area: Design and Production of Messages

Module: Design and Production of Advertising Messages (Tools)

Teaching type: Classroom-based

Language: Spanish

Total number of student
study hours:

300

SUBJECT DESCRIPTION

Students of advertising should be aware of the production possibilities offered by technology for achieving the
desired finishes in elements of advertising. Therefore, the courses are aimed at a learning to allow the real
possibilities to be assessed and to discard those which are imagined or unrealisable. With the courses on
implementation and production, it is intended that the student should experiment with the materialisation of the
campaigns devised and learn to tackle unexpected situations, in addition to being capable of controlling and
staying faithful to the advertising concept, ensuring that it does not lose force during the process of production, in
which different specialist teams and collaborators participate, and the creator ought to ensure that the desired
outcome is achieved. Sound knowledge of the possibilities offered by photography and training in exercising
strategic planning to bring the projects they direct to a successful conclusion, round off the profile of the
advertising creator. In the optative courses, the student will have the chance to develop basic skills with editing
and production programmes and systems, understanding that their objective is not to attain mastery of them, but to
be aware of the panoply of tools offered by technology at each moment, and incorporating it into their array of
skills as a formula for accomplishing advertising remits. These instruments empower the student to meet certain
needs and know when they need to avail of more qualified or specialist professionals for each of the tools, just in
the way work in advertising and public relations is already carried out. It is considered indispensable that the future
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publicist should be capable of pinpointing what they ask of the technique, conveying this message and placing the
task in appropriate hands.

SKILLS

Basic Skills

Students must have demonstrated knowledge and understanding in an area of study that is founded on general
secondary education. Moreover, the area of study is typically at a level that includes certain aspects implying
knowledge at the forefront of its field of study, albeit supported by advanced textbooks

Students must be able to apply their knowledge to their work or vocation in a professional manner and possess
skills that can typically be demonstrated by coming up with and sustaining arguments and solving problems within
their field of study

Students must have the ability to gather and interpret relevant data (usually within their field of study) in order to
make judgments that include reflections on pertinent social, scientific or ethical issues

Students must be able to convey information, ideas, problems and solutions to both an expert and non-expert
audience

Students must have developed the learning skills needed to undertake further study with a high degree of
independence

General Skills

Specific skills

Utilizar y conocer las tecnologías y los sistemas utilizados para procesar, elaborar y transmitir mensajes, así como
para expresar y difundir creaciones publicitarias a través de los medios de comunicación. Especialmente, el
diseño gráfico, la fotografía y la tecnología multimedia.

Comunicar en el lenguaje propio de cada medio de comunicación (prensa, revistas, radio, televisión, exterior), y
en los diferentes soportes digitales que vehiculan la comunicación y los mensajes masivos.

Fijar los objetivos de comunicación de cada campaña y velar porque no se desvirtúen o se desvíen durante el
proceso de creación, producción y comunicación de los mensajes publicitarios.

DISTRIBUTION OF WORK TIME

CLASSROOM-BASED ACTIVITY INDEPENDENT STUDY/OUT-OF-CLASSROOM
ACTIVITY

120   hours 180   hours
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